
Issue ID Priority Summary

DS1114 High KCM Import: MySQLIntegrityConstraintViolationException

DS1189 High KCM Export: Out of memory on large dataset

DS1194 High

Tx Export: export file status wrong for a new cached sample after KCM 

imported

DS1195 High Tx Export: custom field columns don't line up correctly

DS1230 High

Tx export: incorrect sample created when two different users created 

different samples in same dataset

DS970 High Agg:  Failed on production for a large dataset

DS996 High KCM Import: Import fails for large dataset with multiple skill models to import

DS1022 Medium

Sample Selector: while deleting, get error message if another sample is 

de/selected

DS1126 Medium Agg: Speed it up.

DS1229 Medium OliDatabaseLogger: NPE when logging a context message

DS1245 Medium Tx Export: columns do not align if the number of dataset levels vary

DS452 Medium Refactor application context template.

DS730 Medium FF3, IE7: "Please log in" message shown even after logging in

DS731 Medium Perf Prof: NPE on XL dataset on production

DS825 Medium LC: legend hard to use in some cases

DS848 Medium LC: View Predicted option sometimes doesn't refresh the graph

DS859 Medium Attempt at Subgoal : current method relies on getting logs in time order

DS884 Medium

LFA: add option so that LFA will check how much RAM is needed based on the 

number of parameters in the skill model.

DS905 Medium Home page doesn't display properly after user session times out

DS973 Medium

Sample Selector: only modifying an existing filter does not ask user 'are you 

sure?'

DS976 Medium Sample Selector: unselected sample becomes selected after changes are saved

DS359 Low Tx Export: Exception if level hierarchy is reversed for some problems

DS456 Low Exceptions occur during create user process.

DS464 Low Dataset Info: Difficult to see information in dropdowns.

DS466 Low Dataset Info: Should not be able to set start date after end date for a dataset

DS468 Low

Dataset Info: Tooltip on Problem Breakdown table vertical controls doesn't 

always change on mouseover

DS469 Low

Dataset Info: Styling for Problem Breakdown table is inconsistent between 

browsers

DS472 Low LC: Chinese characters do not display for the titles of learning curves.

DS474 Low No warning if user is logged out during Ajax calls

DS475 Low

Perf Prof: Difficult to compare 2 or more graphs when values on y-axis are 

different

DS476 Low Tooltips do funky stuff in "Problems" section in LHS navigation

DS478 Low Step Rollup Query slow for "a dataset name" on QA
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DS709 Low LC: Opportunity on large LC graph is missing on thumbnail image

DS763 Low

FF3: no element found error in JavaScript error console when clicking the 

"Help" button

DS785 Low

LC: If number of digits in the Opportunity textfield is greater than 10 then the 

opportunity number is not set to the maximum opportunity

DS788 Low XML Validator: package contains two folders of examples

DS828 Low Imported dataset with only Single-KCs is in a bad state

DS834 Low

SS: Space character listed in suggest dropdown doesn't get added as sample 

filter

DS887 Low Import Verify: add step name warnings

DS888 Low Import Verify: does not fail if required 'Input' column is missing

DS889 Low Import Verify: does not fail if second 'KC' column is missing

DS972 Low LC: x-axis label not aligned if graph has 0 opportunities


